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the family business. The matriarch’s valuing of a lifestyle

functionality to render an object not just coherent but also

of industry above all else demonstrates her society’s mind-

enjoyable. Thus the Paris sensibility recognizes that an

set that measures worth in terms of productivity.

object can be complete as an thing of function and at the
same time incomplete as an thing of interest.
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In a brief but finely-wrought scene, James gives
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nearly inseparable from their industry, James’s Parisian

city and its vision of the accessory. The scene is a descrip-
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tion of the attire that Mrs. Newsome and Maria Gostrey

indeed any sort of labor executed for a practical purpose.

wear to the opera in their respective cities.
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ment. This is demonstrated in Strether’s account of Mrs.
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the dress is not that it appealed to his sense of handsome-
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ness, but that it conformed to some pre-constructed

production of objects is the assumption that an object can

category that those around him have labeled “handsome.”

attain a state of completeness. Furthermore, in order to

Hence, Mrs. Newsome’s opera costume fulfills its function

minimize the resources expended in the production

in projecting an image that her society will read as elegant

process and thus maximize efficiency, an object is consid-

affluence. Once her outfit attained its designed functional-

ered complete as soon as it fits the most basic require-

ity, however, Mrs. Newsome considered the production

ments of existence, in the same way that a product is

process complete.

yanked from an assembly line as soon as it can realize its

aside from its purpose as a status symbol, the outfit has
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Therefore, in the town’s industrialized

nothing to offer. The dress’s black color lends it a sense of

philosophical paradigm, production stops and completion

formal coldness and void. Not “cut down” (42), its style
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refrains from offering an impression of the sensuality of
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nature of the object to which it is joined, an accessory is

the doctrine of social norms, Mrs. Newsome demonstrates

valued in Woollett only if they can serve a purpose

utter disregard for any aspect of the ensemble apart from

independent of its context.

its practical function as social statement.

By adding the marks,

This is apparent from the fact that

In Paris, however, the governing ethic of enjoy-

To the product of her outfit, the lady adds an

ment is interdependent with a notion of the accessory as
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not only valuable but essential.

As noted above, the

of the ensemble, but as a disconnected entity indepen-

Parisian ethic places value not on efficient production of

dently serving a purpose. The lady’s frill seems to bear no

objects but on the quality of pleasure an object or experi-

relation to the rest of her outfit, as its description is

ence offers. Mere function cannot produce this sense of

completely distinct from that of her dress. In addition,

quality. Rather, something must be added to a base

Mrs. Newsome’s devaluing of accessories is so apparent
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that Strether cannot imagine that she would select the

did not abandon choice to demands of the social standard,

ruche or any other accessory so that it would “carry on and

but consciously selected her accessory.

complicate... his vision [of her]” (42). Treated as incapable

illustrates the fact that what is in Woollett perception an

of adding significant meaning to the ensemble, the ruche

inessential “trinket” (42) is, in Parisian eyes, the central

becomes an isolated piece of finery, serving the purpose of

element, without which the whole would be lacking.

Again, this

In this complex scene, James recognizes the

displaying luxury independent of the rest of the outfit.
Mrs. Newsome’s Parisian counterpart in this scene

accessory as a site where ethic blends into aesthetic, where

is Maria Gostrey, whose opera attire epitomizes her city’s

the valuing of efficient production mingles inseparably

ethic of enjoyment and the necessity it assigns to accesso-

with the insipid elegance of Mrs. Newsome’s ruche. As a

ries. Maria’s outfit (her object of production) is intended

practitioner of aesthetic, specifically an “artist of fiction,”
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